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During the early phases of World War II, the United States Navy was faced
with a serious problem. It needed to assault and capture a large number of
Japanese-held islands in the Pacific Ocean. But the Japanese soldiers who
held those islands planted deadly mines near and on the beaches, causing
many American casualties. The solution to this problem was to send in
specially trained divers to clear the mines and other obstacles. Those socalled combat divers—also dubbed “frogmen”—saved numerous lives in
that and later conflicts. Over time, the Navy saw a need for combat divers
in peacetime as well as wartime. The frogmen and a few other special forces
of the past eventually morphed into the world-class commandos today
known as the Navy SEALs and SWCCs. Time after time, they have proven
themselves to be among the finest underwater warriors in the world.
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Award-winning historian and writer Don Nardo has published hundreds
of books for young people. Among them are numerous studies of military
history, including examinations of the events, leaders, fighters, and
weapons of most of America’s wars. Mr. Nardo lives with his wife, Christine,
in Massachusetts.
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The underwater weapons that have developed over the years since the
introduction of practical military submarines in the late 1800s are diverse
and extremely destructive. Simple explosive devices called mines evolved into
numerous distinct kinds, each with its own lethal ability. These weapons are not
only threats during wars. In fact, mines left over from wars long since over have
sunk thousands of ships in peacetime. Meanwhile, sleek, tubelike torpedoes speed
through the depths, many guided to their targets by sophisticated computerized
devices. A single torpedo can destroy a vessel hundreds of feet long or the port
facilities where such ships dock, while dive-bombs dropped by planes can fall
from the sky to find targets deep underwater. Most fatal and frightening of all are
the missiles that modern subs carry: Tomahawk cruise and nuclear missiles that
can be fired from underwater and hit targets thousands of miles away on land.
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Award-winning historian and writer Don Nardo has published hundreds of
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Award-winning historian and writer Don Nardo has published hundreds of
books for young people. Among them are numerous studies of military history,
including examinations of the events, leaders, fighters, and weapons of most of
America’s wars. Mr. Nardo lives with his wife, Christine, in Massachusetts.
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Around the world, beneath the surfaces of the seas, lurk creatures nearly two
football fields in length. They roam silently, ready to strike with shocking
force. These are not flesh-and-blood beasts, however, but human-made
machines equipped with the most advanced electronic, computer, and weapons
technology in existence. Made famous in the 1800s by French writer Jules Verne
in his classic book 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea, they are submarines. But
today’s subs can dive far deeper and do infinitely more damage than Verne’s
fictional Nautilus could. Modern US submarines are powered by nuclear
reactors and can stay submerged for many months at a time. And they carry
both nuclear and conventional missiles that can strike any spot on the planet’s
surface. Some modern experts call submarines and their lethal cargo the
world’s most devastating weapons.
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Award-winning historian and writer Don Nardo has published hundreds of
books for young people. Among them are numerous studies of military history,
including examinations of the events, leaders, fighters, and weapons of most of
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Today, undersea weapons systems, particularly the most destructive kind—
submarines—use various strategies. Each is a plan of action intended to
achieve an objective in the most efficient possible way. The best-known of these
strategies is known as mutually assured destruction, often called MAD for short.
It is based on the threat posed by subs that carry nuclear-tipped missiles. The
nations that employ it hope it keeps those nukes from ever being used. Each
country that has such subs knows that certain other nations have them, too.
Those sleek, frightening undersea vehicles can go anywhere, at any time, largely
undetected. So without warning they can strike an enemy with overwhelming
force. The countries that adhere to MAD recognize that if one of them attacks
another, the victim will immediately unleash its nukes on the aggressor. And
both nations will be destroyed. The fear of destruction therefore keeps all
involved from using these weapons in the first place. This is only one of the
many strategies used by the world’s powerful undersea weapons systems.
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